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Abstract 

Based on train traction calculation theories, this research first simulates the 

transports of a typically formed freight train hauled by representative types of freight 

locomotives in China. Accordingly, the exact change of the traction energy cost 

intensity of the train in the effect of its inter-stop transport distance is analyzed in a 

quantificational way for different target speeds. It is found that the inter-stop 

transport distance of a freight train should be no shorter than 20.00 kilometers in 

order to decrease the traction energy cost per unit transport especially for a 

relatively high target speed. As a result, it is suggested that the railway freight 

transport work ought to try its best to utilize a heavy load train in view of its average 

inter-stop transport distance of the whole trip and its comparatively energy-saving 

target speeds. Furthermore, as for the transport operation of a railway network, the 

requirements to the time of each transport work of a train and so on should also be 

considered for its traction energy saving in an integrated manner.  
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1. Introduction  

Railway is one of the major freight transport modes in China. About 19.50% of the total 

14,183.70 billion freight ton-kilometers (t-km) in 2010 [1] are completed by freight trains in 

China. These freight trains consume much energy every day [2-4]. It is well known that the 

Traction Energy Cost (TEC) intensity of a train is much concerned with its target speed [5-8]. 

Many researchers have been continuously making effort to study their relationship [9-13] in 

view of the integrated impacts of multi-factors for the decrease of TEC. Exploring the most 

reasonable control strategies of a train is one of the important research direction. For instance, 

Kim and Chien [14, 15] make use of the simulated annealing algorithm to decide the control 

patterns of a train in its transport process in consideration of track alignments, speed limits 
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and transport schedule adherence for the minimal TEC. In contrast, some efforts to minimize 

the TEC of a train focus on its mass [16], stop frequency [17], out-put powers from different 

engines [18], formation scale [19], energy storage [20, 21], etc., In addition, many other 

works attempt to optimize the general TEC of multi-trains from a systematic viewpoint. For 

example, artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms and simulation approaches are used in 

integrated ways by Acikbas and Soylemez [22] and Yang et al., [23] to seek the coasting 

strategies of different trains on a rail network to minimize the overall TEC of all the trains. 

Valuable research findings from exemplifications have been in practice examined by previous 

studies. However, these findings still cannot truly clarify the detailed influence of the target 

speed of especially a (conventional locomotive-hauled) freight train upon its traction energy 

cost intensity from an adequately quantificational and integrated perspective.  

Based on computer-aided simulations, this research first analyze the freight transports of a 

typically formed Chinese freight train hauled by respectively various types of representative 

freight locomotives in China on a hypothetically straight and smooth railway line. 

Accordingly, this study tries to explore the accurate comprehensive effect of the inter-stop 

transport distance (i.e., the length of stop-spacing) together with the target speed of the train 

on the intensity of its TEC in a quantificational way. Moreover, the traction performance of 

the applied locomotive of the train is also considered in this research. In fact, the effect of the 

transport distance between neighboring stops on the TEC of a train is also the reflection of the 

impact of the stop frequency of the whole trip of the train upon its energy cost intensity of 

train traction [16, 24]. The latter parts of this paper are organized as follows. The formation of 

the studied freight train in this research and the computer-aided simulation approach utilized 

in this work to compute the TEC of the train are explained in Section 2. Next, Section 3 

studies the detailed changes of the TECs per 10,000 t-km of the train with the decrease of its 

inter-stop transport distance for different target speeds by utilizing the simulation approach 

interpreted in Section 2. Finally, Section 4 draws conclusions, makes some suggestions for 

the transport work of the freight trains and proposes some future research issues.  

 

2. Train Formation and Simulation Approach  

A typical freight train in China today is usually formed with 60 coupled wagons hauled by 

1 locomotive. One of the major types of the wagons is the C70. 60 coupled and fully loaded 

C70 wagons hauled by 1 locomotive compose the freight train studied in this research. The 

weight, loading capacity and designed top-speed of the C70 wagon are respectively 23.60 

tons (t), 70.00 t and 120.00 kilometers per hour (km/h) [25]. Therefore, the total weight of the 

60 wagons of the studied freight train whose loading capacities are 100% utilized is 5,616.00 

t. The transport processes of the studied freight train hauled by respectively two major types 

of the freight locomotives for the railway freight transport work in China, i.e., the (electric) 

SS1 and the (electric) SS4, are simulated in this research. The weights of the SS1 and the SS4 

are 138.00 t and 184.00 t in a respective manner and their designed top-speeds are 

correspondingly 90.00 km/h and 100.00 km/h [26].  

With referring to the study of Feng [27], the general framework of the computer-aided 

simulation approach according to train traction calculation theories [28, 29], as shown in 

Figure 1, is applied in this research to calculate the TEC of the transport of a train. The whole 

trip of the train from one stop to the next is simulated for one calculation interval after 

another. The lengths of all the calculation intervals are set to be 1.00 second (s) here. Only the 

traction force and operating condition (i.e., motoring, coasting or braking) of the train are 

considered to be unchanged in one calculation interval in this research. The train at a station 

is started up with its full traction power towards the target speed. With the first achievement 
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of the target speed by the continuous acceleration of the train from its startup, the train 

commences to coast till the difference between its instant speed and the target speed reaches a 

constant value. Thereafter the train accelerates with its full traction power to the target speed 

alternately. In order to ensure the safe stop of the train at the next station, the train begins to 

decide whether taking brakes is necessary or not in a calculation interval when the train 

arrives at a rail site where there is a certain distance away from the next stop. This is 

determined according to the instant speed (v1) of the train and the permitted speed (v2) which 

is decided based on the braking performance of the train and the transport distance from the 

location of the train at the beginning of this calculation interval to the next stop. If v1 ≥ v2, 

the train brakes to decrease as soon as possible its speed to a comparatively small value which 

is able to ensure absolute safety of its stop in the next station. If v1 < v2, the train coasts. Such 

a decision is made for each latter calculation interval till the train stops in security at the next 

station. This is according to the v1 of the train in each of the latter calculation intervals and 

the v2 determined based on not only the location of the train at the beginning of each latter 

calculation interval but also the braking performance of the train.  

 

Figure 1. Framework of the Simulation Approach to Calculate the TEC  

The traction force of the train utilizing a certain ratio, i.e., r%, of its full traction power in a 

calculation interval is determined by both the instant speed and the operating condition of this 

train, as interpreted by equation (1). When the train is coasting or braking, its traction force is 

0 N.  
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Where,  
r

k
f  : Traction force of the train utilizing %r  of its full traction power in the 

th
k  

calculation interval, Unit: N,  
r

k
P  : Traction power of the train utilizing %r  of its full traction power in the 

th
k  
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calculation interval, Unit: W,  
pr

k
v

1
 : Instant speed of the train utilizing %pr  of its full traction power at the end of 

the 
th

k )1(   calculation interval, Unit: m/s,  

tm
v  : Target speed of the train, Unit: m/s,  

ul

k
v  : Upper limit speed in the 

th
k  calculation interval, which is equal to 

tm
v  when 

there is no requirement by the rail line, Unit: m/s,  
tm

C  : Permitted maximum difference between speed of the train and target speed, Unit: 

m/s, and  
ul

C  : Permitted maximum difference between speed of the train and upper limit speed 

which is equal to 
tm

C  when there is no requirement by the rail line, Unit: m/s. 

As explained by equation (1) and equation (2), the instant speed of the train in a calculation 

interval is decided by the speed of the train at the end of the previous calculation interval, the 

traction force for the utilized proportion of its full traction power in this calculation interval, 

the target speed, the upper limit speed required by the rail line in this calculation interval, the 

mass of the train and the resistance force from air, rail line, etc., in this calculation interval.  
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Where,  
r

k
v  : Speed of the train utilizing %r  of its full traction power at the end of the 

th
k  

calculation interval, Unit: m/s,  
L

k
f  : Resistance force in the 

th
k  calculation interval, Unit: N, which is measured by 

equation (3),  

M   : Mass of the train, Unit: Kg, and  

t   : Equivalent length of the calculation intervals, i.e., 1.00 s, in this work.  
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Where,  

0
 , 

1
 , 

2
  : Coefficients determined by the body streamline design of the locomotive, the 

friction between the wheels and the rail, etc., and  
S

k
f  : Resistance from the ramps, bends, etc., of the rail line in the 

th
k  calculation 

interval, Unit: N. Because of the afore-explained assumption of a hypothetically 

straight and smooth rail line, the special resistance force is 0 N in this study.  

Various types of locomotives have different traction performances to overcome the 

resistance force in their traction processes on the same rail line for the same transport work 

and the same target speed at the expense of different traction energy consumption. The TECs 

of all the calculation intervals of the simulation work from the startup of the train at a station 

to its stop at another station are summed into the TEC of the trip between these two stops.  

 

3. Analysis of Traction Energy Cost Intensity  

The TEC per 10,000 t-km of a freight train is defined by equation (4) to evaluate its 

traction energy cost intensity.  
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Where,  
v

ij
e  : TEC per 10,000 t-km of the train with the target speed of v from station i to station j, 

Unit: kWh/10,000 t-km,  
v

ij
E  : TEC of the train with the target speed of v from station i to station j, Unit: kWh,  

tn  : Total number of the railway cars composing the train,  
qv

ij
C

,
 : Loading capacity of the qth railway car of the train with the target speed of v from 

station i to station j, Unit: t,  
qv

ij
R

,
 : Utilization ratio of the loading capacity of the qth railway car of the train with the 

target speed of v from station i to station j, Unit: %, and  
v

ij
D  : Transport distance of the train with the target speed of v from station i to station j, Unit: 

10,000 kilometers (km).  

Due to data limitation, the railway line studied in this research is hypothetically straight and 

smooth. The transport distance (Unit: 10,000 km) from the n
th
 stop (S(n)) to the (n+1)

th
 stop 

(S(n+1)) (n = 1,2,……,20) of this railway line in this research is interpreted by equation (5).  

nD
nSnS




-4

)1(,)(
105.00             (5) 

Because the loading capacity of each railway freight wagon is usually required to be 100% 

utilized in China, the train studied in this work is fully loaded. The changes of the TECs per 

10,000 t-km of the freight train hauled by respectively the SS1 and the SS4 with the increases 

of the target speeds between different neighboring stops are revealed in Figure 2 and Figure 3 

correspondingly. It is found in both of these two figures that the TEC per 10,000 t-km is 

obviously increased with the decrease of the length of stop-spacing from about 20.00 km for 

the same target speed. Moreover, the increase of the TEC per 10,000 t-km with the 

improvement of the target speed is accelerated by the decrease of the transport distance 

between neighboring stops. Such acceleration continues till the inter-stop transport distance or 

the traction performance of the locomotive starts to prevent the train from achieving a 

relatively high target speed especially for a comparatively short stop-spacing. It is evidently 

shown in these two Figures that making stop-spacing shorter than 20.00 km ceases more early 

achievement of the target speed of a train and meanwhile more rapid increase of its TEC per 

10,000 t-km with the improvement of the target speed. These trends could be approximately 

explained by equation (6) according to curve fitting studies. Furthermore, the effect of the 

decreasing transport time by improving the target speed will be much traded off by shortening 

the stop-spacing which in fact causes frequent starts and stops for the whole trip of a train. 

This has been ever proved by Lindgreen and Sorenson [17] and van Wee, et al., [30]. In 

contrast, changes of the inter-stop transport distances over 20.00 km have little effect on the 

TEC per 10,000 t-km.  
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Where 
a

ij
v  is the achieved maximum speed of the train with the target speed of v from 
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station i to station j, and  ,  ,   and   are the constant parameters specifically 

determined by the (machinery) general traction performance of the applied locomotive.  

It is revealed in Figure 2 that if the target speed of the train hauled by the SS1 is e.g., 70.00 

km/h, the decrease of the length of stop-spacing from 20.00 km to 10.00 km additionally 

consumes approximately 50.00 kWh per 10,000 t-km. Because of the restriction of the 

traction performance of the SS1, the target speed of the train hauled by the SS1 cannot exceed 

80.00 km/h. As a result, the TECs per 10,000 t-km become stable for all the transport 

distances between neighboring stops after the target speed reaches 80.00 km/h. In comparison, 

the relatively superior traction performance of the SS4 has no impact on the increase of the 

TECs per 10,000 t-km of the train with the improvement of the target speed for different 

inter-stop transport distances, as shown in Fig.3. The decrease of the inter-stop transport 

distance from 20.00 km to 10.00 km additionally consumes around 40.00 kWh per 10,000 

t-km when the target speed of the train hauled by the SS4 is 70.00 km/h.  

 

 

Figure 2. TECs of the Freight Train Hauled by the SS1  
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Figure 3. TECs of the Freight Train Hauled by the SS4  

4. Conclusions  

According to computer-aided simulations of the transports of a typically formed 

Chinese freight train, this research tries to analyze the exact integrated effect of the 

inter-stop transport distance together with the target speed of the train on its TEC 

intensity. It is empirically confirmed that the TEC per unit transport of a freight train 

with an unchanged utilization ratio of its loading capacity increases apparently in an 

enlarging scale with the decrease of the length of stop-spacing from about 20.00 km 

for the same target speed. On the contrary, the increase of the TEC per unit transport 

with the improvement of the target speed of the train is slightly decelerated by the 

increase of the transport distance between neighboring stops. Therefore, the inter-stop 

transport distance of a freight train had better be no shorter than 20.00 km. It is 

suggested that the railway freight transport work should organize heavy load trains in 

view of their inter-stop transport distances, energy-saving target speeds, etc., in a 

comprehensive manner. Meanwhile, applying locomotives with suitable traction 

performances is also very important. In addition, in the transport operation of a 

railway network, various requirements to the transport time of different trains and so 

on should also be considered for the decrease of their general TEC intensity in an 

integrated way.  

Only the transports of a typically formed freight train hauled by respectively two 

major types of the freight locomotives in China on a hypothetically straight and 

smooth rail line are analyzed in this work. The impacts of more factors such as the 

track alignments, train formation, etc., on the traction energy cost intensity should 
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also be studied together from a more comprehensive viewpoint in the future research 

to further validate the conclusions of this study.  
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